
 

 
 

A future EU mechanism on Democracy, rule of Law and Fundamental Rights 
protecting and enabling civic freedoms 

 
CSE welcomes the initiative of the European Parliament to set up a mechanism aiming at               
monitoring the implementation of the fundamental rights within the European Union.  
 
We believe that such a mechanism designed for the purposes of human rights protection              
should have a strong component of civil society participation. Experience has proven that civil              
society plays an indispensable role in monitoring and helping to redress human rights             
violations. 
 
A proposal for a EU mechanism should explicitly acknowledge the role of civil society              
organisations in securing respect for human rights and the rule of law and holding              
governments accountable, in building and strengthening democracy, in monitoring, as well as            
in promoting good governance, accountability, openness and transparency. 
 
This also in line with article 11 TEU which states that the EU institutions must through                
appropriate means give citizens and representative associations the opportunity to make           
known and publicly exchange their views in all areas of Union action, and maintain an open,                
transparent and regular dialogue with representative associations and civil society, to ensure            
coherence and transparency in Union’s actions. 
 
In order to ensure this all the EU institutions should ensure that process for the establishment                
of a future mechanism on monitoring Democracy, Rule of Law or Fundamental Rights is open               
and transparent including through a structured consultation with civil society. Furthermore civil            
society contribution and role should be firmly built in the proposal. 
 
First of all it is critical that among the indicators for democracy and fundamental rights,freedom               
of expression and freedom of assembly, civil dialogue and participatory democracy, promotion            
of civic space and effective mechanisms for civil dialogue are included. 
 
For consistency and credibility purposes, the mechanisms should cover also EU institutions and             
not just the EU member States. 
 

The mechanism should ensure the involvement of civil society in its different elements such as: 
 

- An independent panel of experts which would respect pluralism principles also through            
the inclusion of experts nominated by civil society organisations 

- The hearing of civil society representatives by national and European Parliaments and            
by the Commission, and the Council 

- the development of Democracy, Rule of Law, and Fundamental Rights recommendations 
- inter-parliamentary debates, and annual summits linked to the Democracy Rule of Law            

and Fundamental Rights process 
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The process from review to recommendations should be open and transparent and allow also              
citizens and media to access freely civil society input, which should be considered as an               
important source in the process. 
 
A report and recommendations on the rule of law, democracy and fundamental rights should              
include a specific focus on: freedom of expression and freedom of assembly, promotion of civil               
space and effective mechanisms for civil dialogue, right to active and passive democratic             
participation in elections and participatory democracy.  
 
As regards EU institution it should also look at the implementation of article 11 TEU. 
 
Furthermore recommendations should also look at the further measures that could further            
reinforce fundamental rights and civic space such as the possibility to include in future Treaty               
revisions the possibility to enable natural and legal persons directly affected to bring an action               
before the CJEU for alleged violations of the Charter of Fundamental rights 
 
Finally the future mechanism should be accompanied by awareness raising of EU citizens and              
residents on their fundamental rights, the rights and obligations deriving from the Treaties, and              
rights for redress. These should include specifically freedom of Assembly, of registration, o 
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